The thermal conductivity of a nanostructure is sensitive to its dimensions. A simple analytical scaling law that predicts how conductivity changes with the dimensions of the structure, however, has not been developed. The lack of such a law is a hurdle in "phonon engineering" of many important applications. Here, we report an analytical scaling law for thermal conductivity of nanostructures as a function of their dimensions. We have verified the law using very large molecular dynamics simulations.
Thermal conductivity is a size-independent property for macroscopic scale materials, but becomes sensitive to sizes when the feature dimension is reduced to nano-or micro-meter scale 1 . This size-dependence is critical for nanostructure applications. For instance, it can be utilized to engineer high thermal conductivity and heat dissipation of microelectronic elements and thereby to effectively increase their density in a device 2 . It can also be utilized to engineer low thermal conductivity of thermoelectrics systems to improve energy conversion efficiency 3 . Previous work [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] has used a Matthiessen rule 9 to relate thermal conductivity κ to sample length L:
where κ b is the thermal conductivity of bulk material and α is a size independent constant.
While this rule has been successfully applied 4, 5 , it is only applicable for heat conduction through the "thickness" L of a film (i.e., the sample is assumed to have an infinite cross section). It cannot be applied for heat conduction along a direction in the plane of the film, nor can it be applied for any nanostructures with more than one dimension at the nano-or micro-scale. Because a general equation for thermal conductivity of nanostructures has not been developed, some previous analysis has used the solution of Boltzmann partial differential equations in order to explore the effect of nanostructure sizes [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . This approach is complex and depends on an empirical estimate of the specularity of the free surfaces. It has not been applied to nanostructures with arbitrary dimensions in all three coordinate directions, nor has it provided non-sectioned analytical solutions. The lack of a tractable scaling law has posed a hurdle in "phonon engineering" of many nanostructure applications. To overcome this problem, we have developed an analytical scaling law that explicitly expresses thermal conductivity of nanostructures as a function of dimensions in all three coordinate directions. We have also verified the law using large molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
Consider the unidirectional heat conduction through the length L of a box-shaped sample with a thickness t and a width W , as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . It is recognized that the size effect on thermal conductivity comes from the surface scattering of phonons, which diminishes as the distance from the surface is increased. Hence, we divide the sample into different regions with respect to the surfaces, Fig. 1 . First, the (y-z) cross section of the sample is divided into nine regions as shown in Fig. 1(b) . These nine regions extend in the xdirection into nine small box-shaped pieces (referred to as pillars hereafter) as shown in Fig.   1 (a). The eight pillars surrounding the center pillar essentially form a shell whose thickness is assumed to be d. Each pillar exhibits an apparent mean thermal conductivity throughout length L. At a fixed large value of d (say in the order of the phonon mean free path), the boundary environment of each pillar is independent of sample dimension t and W . As a result, the apparent thermal conductivity of each pillar is a function of L only. Fig. 1(b) indicates that for isotropic materials, the nine pillars fall into three different types i = 0, 1, 2,
where i refers to the number of the y-or z-surfaces bounding the pillar. Correspondingly, we have three distinguishable conductivity functions κ 0 (L), κ 1 (L), and κ 2 (L). Because heat transports through the pillars in parallel, the overall thermal conductivity of the sample can be calculated as an area-weighted average leading to: Now we consider the thermal transport of each pillar. As shown in Fig. 1(c) , the pillar can be divided into a center section with a length of L − 2ω and two end sections with a length of ω. At a large given value of ω, the two end surfaces do not interact. As a result, the apparent thermal conductivities of the center and the end sections of the pillar are independent of the length L, and therefore can be represented respectively by two constants κ i,c and κ i,e , where subscript i is the pillar number, and c and e designate the center and end sections. Because heat transports through the center and end sections in serial, the overall thermal resistivity (inverse of thermal conductivity) of the pillar can be calculated as the length-weighted average resistivity: κ
i,e , which can be rewritten as
where we have an analytical scaling law:
Eq. (4) . If the minimum dimensions used in these simulations are represented by t min and W min , then the largest d that still enables all the MD data to satisfy the geometry condition (i.e., 0 < 2d < t and 0 < 2d < W ) is t min /2 or W min /2 depending on which dimension is smaller.
The model concepts described above can be applied to any sample shapes. Eq. (4) enable fundamental methods such as MD simulations to be used to study thermal transport at realistic length scales, which would be otherwise impossible due to the limitation of the length scales that can be directly simulated. We also expect that this law can guide experiments to design nanostructured thermal devices. Note that when experimental thermal conductivity data is obtained at different dimensions, the same approach can be used to fit Eq. (4). Since experiments are likely to be performed at larger sample dimensions, larger values of d can be chosen to produce even more accurate results. Nonetheless, simulations performed here strongly indicated that even d = 138.13Å is sufficient for GaN.
